Sub: Issue of multiple RR for a single container train
Ref: Rates Master Circular/CRT-CCR-Hub&Spoke/2015/0

In terms of Rates Master Circular under reference, Terminal Access Charge, Detention Charge and Ground Usage Charge at a notified Container Rail Terminal (CRT) are levied on per rake basis.

Representations have been received from container train operators(CTOs) requesting for issue of multiple Railway Receipts(RRs) in the name of more than one operator for a single container train.

The matter has been examined and it has been decided to revise the guidelines by inserting additional Para 3.7 in the Rates Master Circular under reference, as under-

“3.7 Multiple Railway Receipts(RRs) in the name of more than one container operator for a single container train may be issued if owner of the rake offers it for the use by other CTOs, provided that the liability for terminal access, rake detention and ground usage shall be borne by the owner of the rake. In other words, when multiple Railway Receipts(RRs) in the name of more than one operator for a single container train are issued, then Terminal Access Charge, Detention Charge and Ground Usage Charge, wherever applicable, shall be paid by the owner of the rake.”

This issues in consultation with Traffic Transportation Dte. and with the concurrence of Finance Dte. of Railway Board.

(Dy. Director Traffic Commi.-I)
Railway Board

Copy to:
1. FA&CAO, All Zonal Railways
2. Dy.C&AG(Rlys), Room No.222, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi.

for Financial Commissioner/Railways
No. TC-I/2016/103/1

Copy to:
1. Chief Commercial Manager, All Zonal Railways
2. Chief Operations Manager, All Zonal Railways
5. Managing Director, KRCL, Belapur Bhavan, Sector-11, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai-400614.
6. Director General, National Academy of Indian Railways, Vadodara.
8. Director, IRITM, Campus: Hardoi Bye-pass Road, Kanausi, Manaknagar, Lucknow-226011
9. Secretary, RRT, 5, Dr. P.V. Cherian Crescent Road, Egmore, Chennai-600105.

(Atul Kumar)
Dy. Director Traffic Commn.-I
Railway Board

Copy for information:
CRB, MT, FC, Railway Board
AM(C), AM(T), AM(T&C), AM(IT), Adv(F), Adv.(Accounts), Adv.(Infra), Adv.(Safety), Adv(CC),
EDTC(R), ED(PG), EDPM, ED(C&IS), ED(T&C), EDTT(S), EDTT(F), EDTT(M), EDFC, EDVT,
DFM, DFC, DF(CCA), Railway Board
TC(R), TC(CR), F(C), Safety Branches, Railway Board